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Abstract. The monoid .I presented by the Thue system with the single rewriting rule (abbaah, 1) 
is studied. It is shown that there is an equivalent Thue system that presents this monoid and has 
the property that every word has a unique normal form. 
1. Introduction 
The word problem for one-rule Thue systems of the form {( w, I)} is decidable. 
This follows from a result of Adjan [7] who showed that the word problem for 
monsids with a single defining relation of the form w = 1 can be embedded in the 
word problem for groups with a single defining relation. It has been known for a 
long time that groups of this type have decidable word problems [8]. However, 
there is no algorithm that solves the word problem for one-rule Thue systems (or 
one-relator monoids) without going through an elaborate construction involving 
groups. Furthermore, the complexity of the word problem for this case is not known. 
Book [9] has considered one-rule Thue systems of the form {(w, 1)). He has 
shown that if the root of w has no overlap, then the Thue system is Church-Rosser 
(see [ 11) and the word problem is decidable in linear time. He also showed that if 
the root of w has overlap, then the system is not Church-Rosser and is not equivalent 
to any Church-Rosser system on the same alphabet. This generalizes a result of 
Jantzen [Z] who considered the monoid J presented by the Thue system 
{(abbaab, 1)). 
In [l] Book showed that if S is a finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue system, 
then every congruence class is a deterministic context-free 1a;lguage. Jantzen showed 
that the condition Church-Rosser could not be left out, even for one-rule special 
Thue systems, for he showed that his example has the property that no congruence 
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class is a context-free language and that there is no equivalen’i Church-Rosser Thue 
system on (a, b}. 
In this paper we obtain an alternate presentation of J which does indeed solve 
the word problem when employed as a set of rewrite rules to transform words to 
normal forms. More specifically, we construct an equivalent infinite Thue system 
which is locally confluent but not noetherian. Nevertheless, the equivalent system 
can be used to generate an algorithm which produces a unique normal form for 
each word; furthermore, two words are congruent if and only if they have the same 
normal form. ‘This last result is established by transforming the original monoid, 
which has two generators, into a four-generator monoid for which the corresponding 
Thue system can be extended to an infinite, locally confluent and noetherian system. 
Our task is to find a set of equation,s of J which can be transformed into a suitable 
set of rewrite rules for words of {a, b)*. Thus if u = v holds in 9 for some words U, 
t’ E {a, b}*, we replace this equation by a rule u -+ v which permits one to replace 
the subword u of any word in (a, t>* by C. A set of rewrite ruies induces a relation 
of reduction on the words of {a, b}” which we may denote by --, . Such a relation 
is noetherian if there are no infinite reduction chains w1 + w-,-j - l . . The relation 
--, is locally confluent provided that for any three words w, u, v if w + u and w + v, 
then there is a word z such that u A z and v+ z (where *, is the reflexive-transitive 
closure of --+ ). If + is noetherian and locally confluent, then for each word w of 
{a, b}* there is a unique irreducible word iir such that w = ii, holds in the monoid 
A i.e., w has a unique normal form (for a proof, see [6]). Thus a reduction relation 
which is noetherian and locally confluent solves the word problem for the correspond- 
ing monoid, i.e., w1 = w2 holds in the monoid if and only if $ and & are identical 
(see [S] for a general survey of this field). 
The algorithm for normal forms in J is derived as follows: 
We first exploit the known matrix representation of Jantzen’s monoid to determine 
a satisfactory normal form (Section 2) 
We use the normal fo1.m to construct a Thue system for the four-generator analog 
of the monoid (Section 3). We then show the system is locally confluent and 
noet herian (Section 4). I 
We transform the system to one for the original two-generator monoid. We show 
that the resulting system is locally confluent but not noetherian. The desired normal 
form algorithm for the original monoid then results from applying the rules of the 
system only as permitted by the rules of the system of Section 3 (Section 5). 
2. The matrix representation 
Jantzen has sfiown that the map p, given by 
pu(a)= 
-; 0 
[ I 0 1 =A, p(h)= -2 l [ 1 0 I_. = B, 
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extended to {a, b}* via F(U) = ~(u)P( u), is a homomorphism on J. It was sub- 
sequently shown by Squier and Wrathall [4] that r_~ is actually an isomorphism. We 
exploit this representation to construct normal forms for words of the monoid J. 
In general, for w E {a, b}* we have 
where A w is the number of occurrences of ‘b’ in w minus the number of occurrences 
of ‘a’ in w, and the function f is recursively given by f( 1) = 0, f( wa) =f( w), 
f(wb)=f(w)+(-2)““. Since the second row of the matrix p(w) is always (0, l), 
we shall abbreviate JL( w) to [(-2)‘“, f ( w)]. In general, f ( w) = (-2)3, where p, 4 
are integers and p 2 0. Furthermore, if p > 0, we may assume 4 is odd. (-2)‘” is 
an integer power of -2 which, for convenience, we shall write in the form (-2jrmP, 
r being an integer. We thus have 
j_L( w) = (I(-27 (-2)3]. 
By direct computation we can show that p[( ba)“] = [l, n] and p[(a&ab)“] = 
C i, -n]. We now reduce F(W) to normal form as follows. 
Theorem 2.1. Each 
(i) aP( ba)Yh’, 
(ii) d’(ahab)“b’. 
word in (a, b)* has one of the following forms: 
Proof. Case 1. If r 5 0, then 
[(-2)‘~-“, (-2)‘~[‘q] = #‘--‘[I, ,-2).-“q] 
Case 2. If r> 0, then 
[(--2)’ --“,( -2)~“q] = A”[( -2)‘, q] = A”[ 1, q -f (b’j]B’ 
Af( BA)q-f’(h’)gr 
A”(ABAB)f’hr’-~4Br 
if q-f(b’)zO, cl 
if q-f(b’)-CO. 
3. The four-generator reduction system 
We nnw proceed to construct a reduction system which will produce the desired 
normal forms. We first introduce two new generators via 
,l. ba-+c. 
2. abab-, d. 
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Then the forms (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.1 become 
apcqbr, aPdqbr, respectively. 
We need rules which will move the letter b to the right and the letter a to the left. 





And so we introduce the reductions 
3. bc --f d’b. 
4. bd-v’b. 
5. ca + ad’. 
6. da + ac2. 
Since no normal form has both ‘c’s and ‘d’s, we.must eliminate cd and dc. We find 
that CD = DC = [ 1, O]. So we add the reductions 
7.. cd --, 1. 
8. dc+l. 
Finally. to guarantee uniqueness of normal ( l,x-ms we must consider conditions 
under which. e.g.* 
p(a”Pb’) = p(afd”‘b”). 
For such an equation to hold we must have the same value for A on both sides. so 
p- r = I - n. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. p> 1. Let p =I+?, r=n+t. Then 
n’ ilCybn+t = a[d”‘b”. 
Since the monoid .I is actually a group (as was pointed out by Jantzen). we may 
apply cancellation to obtain 
C’omputing f for both sides we have 
(-2) l[q+f(bt)]=-nr. 
(‘as4 2. p/j. Let i=p+t, n=r+t. Then 
cI ‘,“‘, -_= (.‘I with (-2) ‘[UT +f( b’)] = 4. 
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We note that for the reduction to normal forms, the two rules 
a ‘c9b’ + d”, a’d”b’+ c9 
may be replaced by the special cases for which t = 1. The conditions on 4 and rn 
then become 4 = 2m - 1 and m = 2q + 1, respectively. Thus we add the reductions 
9. ac*“+lb -+ d”+‘. 
10. ad*“+‘b + cn. 
where IZ = 1, 2, 3,. . . . 
The net effect of these two rules is to reduce the exponent q in the normal forms 
aP( ba)9br, aP(abab)9br. So, although a word may have more than one representation 
in these forms, there is one with least middle exponent, which is the desired {unique) 
normal form. 
Hence we have otained the rewrite system RJ consisting of the following eight 
rules: 
1. ba+c. 5. ca + ad’. 
2. abab-, d. 6. da + ac’. 
3. bc+d*b. 7. cd+l. 
4. bd-w*b. 8. dc+1. 
and the schemata 
9. ac’“+‘b+ d”+’ (n = 1, 2, 3,. . . ), 
10. ad2”+‘b+c” (n=l, 2, 3,. . .). 
4. Local confluence and noetherian condition 
We proceed to show that rules l.-10. of the previous section will actually produce 
the normal form needed to solve the word problem by showing that the system RJ 
is both locally confluent and noetherian. 
Theorem 4.1. RJ is locally cc (iuent. 
Proof. We first note that rule 2. (abub-, d) may be rewritten as acb+ d and is thus 
a special case of rule 9. So it suffices to consider l., 3.-10. 
To show that the system is locally confluent we apply the Knuth-Bendix procedure 
(see [3] or [S]) of computing critical pairs and show that all critical pairs reduce to 
identities. 
For example, we compute and reduce the critical pair arising from 6. and 9.: 
dac2n+ 1 bj & #+I = d”+* 
2 
GC c 2n +I b = ac2n+“b ~ #+2. 
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All other critical pairs arising from the system 1.40. rl:duce to identical pairs in 
a similar manner. We omit the details. Cl 
One of the referees has kindly supplied a print-out of a. machine verification of 
the local confluence of RI. 
Theorem 4.2. R, is noetherian. 
Proof. We note first that reductions l., 2., 9., 10. delete ‘a’s and ‘b’s while no 
reduction introduces new ‘a’s and ‘b’s. So any reduction chain w1 + w2+ l l l must 
reach a point beyond which l., 2., 9., 10. are no longer used. Thus no further ‘a’s 
or ‘b’s are removed. Let wk be the reduced word at this point. We have wk = 
t’,,X] UlXZ . . . V,r_2X,r_] z&-l where each xi is either ‘a’ or ‘b’ and each uj E {c, d}*. This 
form is invariant for the remainder of the reduction chain, i.e., applications of rules 
3.4 change only the vi’s but not the Xi’s* So each subsequent Wi is characterized 
by an n-tuple ( uor ul, . . , v,_ I). We reorder this n-tuple as follows. Starting from 
the left we select thoice iii’s which occur in the context. . . avib. . . . Then we list 
(from the right) those in the context. . . avia. . . . Next we list (from the left) those 
in the context. . . bv,b. . . . Finally we list (from the right) those in the con- 
text . . . buia . . . . For the purpose of this listing we assume that u,, is preceded by a 
‘b’ and c,~ _ 1 is followt.:d by an ‘LI’. We now have a new sequence ( u&, ui, . . . , I&_ 1 ) 
which has the property that application of any of rules 3.-6. to wk will increase the 
length of a vi by two letters and decrease the length of a subsequent z$ by one 
letter. So if we define 
where lu:l is the length of v,, we see that each application of 3.4. decreases the 
value Of 11 wk 11 by at least 1. Since 11 wk 11 is always a nonnegative integer, only finitely 
many applications of 3.4. can be made. !I 
Thus our system I.-R is both locally confluent and noetherian. Thus it suffices 
to rcducc each word w in {a, b)” to a unique normal form G such that w, is congruent 
to \+ if and only if G, is bit,. 
5. Reduction to a two-generator system 
WC now eliminate the letters ‘c’ and ‘d’ by c + ba and n + abab in 3.--10. We 
tind that 3.. (i., 9. become identities. We thus have the system 
3. Mha) -+ (ah)%. 
5. (ba)a + a(ab)f 
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7. ( ba)(ab)2+ 1. 
8. (ab)*( ba) + 1. 
10. a(ab)4”+2b + (ba)“. 
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One can even eliminate either 7. or 8., e.g., 
(ab)2(ba)=ababba+a(ba)(ab)4b+a(ab)2b+ 1. 
But if one attempts now to eliminate 7. we have 
baa bab-, a(ab)4bab = a(ab)3abba b 
+ a(ab)“a(ab)‘bb = a(ab)“a( bnabab)(ab)2bb. 
So the eiimination is not possible. In fact, the above chain shows that the system is 
not noetherian since there are nonempty words u, u, w such that w + uwu. 
We may check critical pairs to show 3., 5, 7., 10. is locally confluent. It suffices 
to check only those new pairs not already checked in Section 4. For example, we 
now have a critical pair arising from 3. and 10.: 
bba(ab)4”‘2b + bb( ba),, + b(ab)l”b 
1 (ab)“b(ab)““+‘b 
= (ab)“( ba)‘b( ab)“b + b( ab)4”b. 
Other new critical pairs may be shown to reduce to pairs of identities in a similar 
manner. 
Despite the fact that this system is not noetherian, we can still use it to produce 
the desired normal forms by restricting the use of the reduction rules to those which 
would be permitted in the four-generator system. To achieve the desired normal 
form in a finite number of reductions we must block the application of rules 3. and 
5. in any context in which 7. or 8. may be applied. So we impose the restriction 
that 3. and 5. are not to be applied as J?ng as 7., 8. or 10. may be used. Concerning 
the order of application of 3. and 5. we note that 
bbaa + ba(ab)‘+ (ab)’ 
t- ; (ab)‘ba -j (ab)‘, 
so it makes no difference which is applied first. 
It is clear that the basic difference between the two systems is that in the 
four-generator system once an ‘a’ or a ‘b’ is converted into a part of a ‘c’ or a ‘d’ 
it is no longer available as an ‘a’ or a ‘b’ for subsequent reductions. 
6. Conchding remarks 
Several features of the preceding should be noted. 
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(i) In contrast o [l] we have not confined the notion of reduction to the process 
of replacing a word by a shorter word. This change results in complications in 
deciding what constitutes a normal form, i.e., the normal form of a word need not 
be its shortest equivalent. In our example we were able to use the matrix representa- 
tion to determine the nature of a normal form. In general, such a procedure would 
not be available. 
(ii) The example shows that in obtaining an algorithm for normal forms via 
reduction rules one does not need to require that the system be finite or not therian. 
In our case, we have an infinite system via a finite number of schemata. However, 
any reductio;] 01 a specific word requires only a finite subset of the system to produce 
the normal form. In fact, by *examining rules 3.-6. of Section 3 one can actually 
compute an upper bound to the length of words obtained from a given word by 
application of the system of Section 3. 
(iii) The requirement that a system be noetherian, i.e., that termination is guaran- 
teed for random application of the reduction rules is weakened to requiring that 
termination is guaranteed by a prescribed application of the reduction rules, e.g., 
for the system of Section 5 we do not apply 3. or 5. unless no other rule is applicable. 
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